SAFUU SPACE
WHITEPAPER

INTRODUCTION
The Best Auto-Staking and Compounding
Protocol & BNB Reflection, the Highest fixed
APY in 423,015.60%, Automatic Staking &
compounding interest BNB reflection
every 15 min.
The Safuu Space Auto-Staking Protocol is a
new financial protocol that makes staking
easier, more efficient and awards $SFSP
token holders with the highest stable
returns in crypto.

HOW MUCH CAN I EARN ?
Earnings are calculated in a scenario where
the SAP sustains interest for 365 days.
BUY

HOLD

At the end of the year
and with $1,000 USD
of $SASP invested

Holders are rewarded
with automatic compound
interest which is paid
every 15 minutes.

EARN

You can earn up to
$4,230,156 USD of $
SFSP at 423,015.60% APY*.

FINANCIAL
FREEDOM

Get Financial Freedom
with a total control
over your assets,
while remaining 100%
safe at the same time.

PRE-LAUNCH SALE
The Pre-Launch PinkSale link will soon be available
on our website and all of our official accounts,
and comply to Fair Launch Rules where everyone
will be able to acquire $SFSP tokens in an equal
way on the PinkSale platform using BNB.

FAIR LAUNCH:
Whitelist - There is no whitelisting required. Everyone
will have an equal chance to buy $SFSP on PinkSale
at release time. First come, first serve. Once our
deadline is reached, there will be no further available
investment at the Pre-Launch rate. The only way
to buy $SFSP will be on PankcakeSwap upon public
market release via the $SFSP/BNB pair.
PancakeSwap Listing - After the deadline
of the Pre-Launch is reached. we will head
to the market by creating the $SFSP/BNB liquidity
pair within 36 hours.
This liquidity will be locked for 1 year via trusted PinkLock

WHAT IS APY?
APY stands for Annual Percentage Yield. This
measures the real rate of return on your principal
tokens amount by taking into account the effect of
compounding interest.
In the case of SAFUU SPACE Protocol, your $SFSP
tokens represent your principal tokens, and the
compound interest is added periodically on every
event (Every 15 minutes).
One interesting fact about APY is that your balance
will grow not linearly but exponentially over time!
Assuming a daily compound interest of 3.425%, if
you start with a balance of 1 $SFSP on day 1, after a
year, your balance will grow to about 4,230,156

TOKENOMICS
TOKEN INFORMATIONS
token name: SAFUU SPACE
SYMBOL: $SFSP
Total Supply: 30,000,000
TAXES: Buy Tax - 4% Sell Tax - 13%

TAXES DISTRIBUTION
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ROAD MAP
TEAM
SETUP

2022

Staking concept
& Dashboard

PHASE 1

PHASE 2
Smart contract Audit
Promotion on voting platforms
Airdrop contest
Ads banner on different platforms
Marketing For Presale
Fairlaunch on Pinksale

White Paper
Tokenomics
Website 1.0
Trailer app

PHASE 3

PHASE 4

Reward events
Marketplace
More Media marketing
Lottery for holders
Update Roadmap

Publications on several news sites
Airdrop all winners
Coinmarketcap listing & Trending
Infleuncers Marketing Press
Start listing process on other
exchanges

OUR TEAM
Our team consists of intensely driven and
crypto-enthusiast individuals with a vast
experience in Crypto.
The team has KYC certification with Pinksale
and plans to be publicly doxed at a certain
milestone as we value the trust of our holders
as the number one priority.

OUR LINKS
t.me/safuuspace

https://twitter.com/Safuuspace

https://www.reddit.com/user/safuuspace
https://github.com/safuuspace
https://safuuspace.com/

